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ABSTRACT

Photostimulated attenuation of hypersound in semiconductor superlattice has been in-

vestigated. It is shown that the attenuation coefficient depends on the phonon wave vector q in an

oscillatory manner and that from this oscillation the band width A of superlattice can be found.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The study of attenuation of acoustic waves in materials has been intensively investigated
since the middle of the 50's. Pippard [1] investigated the attenuation of ultrasonic wave in metals.
Hutson and White [2] studied the elastic wave propagation in a piezoelectric semiconductor. Gure-
vich and Kagan [3] also studied the attenuation of ultrasonic waves in piezoelectric semiconductors.
This is just to mention a few.

Recently, new synthetic materials have been fabricated thanks to MBE and MOCVD
technology. Among these, are the superlattice (SL) semiconductors. Due to their interesting prop-
erties, the transport and optical properties of SL have been well studied [4—7].

Of late, acoustic properties of SL are also attracting a lot of attention. Among the works
devoted to the interaction of sound with conduction electrons of the SL we can mention Shmelev
et al. [8] who investigated the hypersound ampliation by SL in a nonquantized electric field and
observed the possibility of a hypersound generator similar to a generator of long wave sound. The
filtering action of semiconductor SL GaAs — AIQ _$ Gao .5 As has been observed experimentally and
can be exploited to build a phonon spectrometer. The GaAs — Alo.sGaosAs superlattice with a
period of 122 A is, e.g., a phonon filter for a frequency of 2.2 • 10 n Hz with a line width of 0.2 •
10 H Hz- It is interesting to note that high-frequency phonons with wave lengths of ~ 100 A pass
without appreciable attenuation through hundreds of interfaces in composite superlattices, which
confirms the near ideality of the interfaces obtained with the help of molecular-beam epitaxy [9]. A
quite detailed theoretical study of the phonon spectrum of (SL) has been made. The characteristic
features of the phonon spectrum of (SL) at high temperatures were calculated in [10]. Gigantic
oscillations of the sound absorption in a magnetic field were studied in [11, 12]. Mensah and
Kangah [13] have also investigated the amplification of acoustic waves in the presence of external
temperature gradient.

In this paper we shall consider the effect of electromagnetic wave on the attenuation
coefficient of sound in SL.

2. THEORY

In solving this problem, we shall use the Hamiltonian of the electron-phonon system in
SL in the tight-binding approximation which is given in the energy unit h - 1 in the form [10]
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Here d is the superlattice period; m is the effective electron mass; Aa is the half width of the s-th
allowed miniband; p± and pt are the quasimomentum components across and along the SL axis;
A{t) which is directed along SL axis is the vector potential associated with the electromagnetic
waveE(t) = Eo sin Qt by the relation E - —\ ^;a*,* )+ a n d o ^ are the creation and annihilation
operators of an electron with quasimomentum p in the s-th miniband; 6£ and bk are the phonon
creation and annihilation operators; N is the number of (SL) periods; g = (0 ,0 ,27r/d) is the
reciprocal SL vector:
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tpa(z) is the wavefunction of the s-th state in one of the one-dimensional potential wells from
which the SL potential is formed; Ck is the matrix element of electron-phonon interaction (in ho-
mogeneous material) and is given as

f (2pwjt)~ l /2 ~^ piezoelectrical interaction
111 A A; deformation potential

p is the crystal density; w* is the phonon frequency with wave vector k; A is the deformation poten-
tial constant; 0 is the piezoelectric modulus; eo is the lattice dielectric permeability constant. The
electromagnetic wave frequency is assumed to be large compared to the reciprocal of the electron
mean free time r" 1 , and the wavelength is taken to be large compared with the SL period, electron
mean free path, and the de Broglie wavelength. This enables us to use the dipole approximation.

In solving Eq.(l) to describe the high frequency processes we shall follow the method
developed in [10].

3. DISPERSION EQUATION

To calculate the attenuation coefficient we write down the dispersion equation for the
phonons: This is given by
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Solving Eq.(5) with the initial condition a£s)+ Qpt'̂ +nj >t=-oo= 0 and substituting into Eq.(4) we
obtain
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Taking the electron-phonon interaction as a weak one, we decouple the right-hand side of Eq.(6)
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where n£ = < o ,̂*)+ o ^ > t is the electron distribution function. We obtain
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Excluding < 6*fl_rw >f with the help of the conjugated equation and passing to the Fourier com-
ponent
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we obtain
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Subsequently, we shall confine ourselves to the case when the electron gas is nondegenerate and
only the lowest miniband is filled, i.e. n* = rip and also consider the situation when the char-
acteristic width of the potential well is small compared with the SL period in this case m{qz) =
"i( Qz — iff) = 1 • We shall also limit ourselves to k = 0 since k J 0 in the summation give terms
of higher perturbation. Then forn = 0 we get from Eq.(8)

w2 - w j - 2 w , c] mo(q,u}) = 0 . (11)

This can further be simplified to

= 0 . (12)

Then the phonon attenuation in the presence of electromagnetic wave will be given by

(13)
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i.e. the imaginary part of the polarization operator.

For q < p and Q > w, in Eq.(13) we can maintain only £ = 0 thus we have

In the absence of electromagnetic wave

and we get
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This problem has been solved in [8].

For a simple case when (p+ q)d<^ I

Thus plotting the graph of -2- against q we can determine the miniband width A of the
SL since all other parameters will be known. This is indicated by Fig.l. It is also interesting to
note that in the limiting case when d —+ 0 and A d2 —> m"1 we obtain results of that of the bulk
semiconductor [14].
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Fig. 1 The dependence of ry(,/'y° on


